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STATISTICS

( Generic Elective / Discipline
Specific Course )

Paper : GE/DSC-3

( Sample Survey )

Full Marks : 50

Pass Marks : 20

Time : 2 hours

The figures in the margin indicate full marks
for the questions

1.. : 1 x4=4

Choose the correct answer :

(a) *2^

The sampling frame is

(i) ^

a list of random numbers

(ii)

a complete list of the sampling
units in the population
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(  2 )

(Hi) ^1I®i<p1
a list of voters

(iv)

None of the above

(b) N 71% 7R5f
aj^sRm n "mm

When the population size N is finite,
the number of possible samples of size
n in simple random sampling without
replacement is

(i) ciI.".

(ii) r?

(Hi) if"

(iv)

None of the above

(c) atom f«ij

The main objective(s) of stratified
random sampling is/are

(i) ̂

formation of strata
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(  3 )

(ii) ai^cBi l^vo<i\o aftom

to allocate the sample size within
each stratum

(Hi) ̂  ^
to make a better cross-section of
the population

(iv) vs»mx5ffefe<r^

All of the above

(d) aftoR

Which of the following is non-random
sampling?

(i) ̂ wipin^i^atoR

Purposive sampling

(ii) atoR

Snowball sampling

(Hi) (i) (H)

Both (i) and (ii)

(iv) (i) ̂ 511^ (a) C^RRItBlw'^

Neither (i) nor (H)
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{  4 )

2. *551® SKPT^ fel : 4x4=16
Answer the following questions :

(a) (i) ^

1^? 2ii^

What is the phasic difference

between census and sample
survqr? Describe briefly the
advantages of sample survey over
census.

WW / Or

(u) ^
-Sim <it«!N5j 1^1

Distinguish between judgement
sampling suid probability sampling.

(b) (i) 1^? 'HoT
W»5;t ?Rt I

What is simple random sample?
Mention the various methods of
drawing simple random sample.

"sm / Or

(ii)

"sn^ i

Write down the differences between
simple random sampling with
replacement (SRSWR) and simple
random sampling without replace
ment (SRSWOR).
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(  5 )

(c) (i) af^l5?R 1^? ^*llW14
^ ft?

What is stratified random
sampling? What are its advantages?

'smt/ Or

(ii) aftro ft? ft̂ lFt

What is systematic random
sampling? Mention some of its
advantages.

(d) (i) NSSO-^ I ■
Write a note on NSSO.

"smt / Or

(ii) NFHS-^ 1^ 1
Write a note on NFHS.

3. (a) ̂
4R4t ftati aM
^ I 3+4=7

Give the concept of sample survey
with suitable real-life examples.
Discuss the basic principles of sample
sury^.
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^mt/ Or

(b) ^
^? WrtM ̂ 1 2+5=7
^at is meant by sampling error? How
does It occur? Discuss.

4. (a) atem
^Rt (?I

In case of SRSWOR, prove that

(b)

"smt / Or

atepTs af^
^1 ̂  sitePT a^ ^

Tin. . -5+3+4=9What IS simple random sampline iSR"?!
procedure? Discuss briefly the^ Ju f'
^selecting a sample in SRS. Enumeratf

ce

SRS

Discuss the different
allocation of samples to diff
« stratified random sampSj
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Or

(b) 9? ai^RR a^ tata
■^7 aaif^
^ I 400 aai a^
sn^rta ^ 20 ^ at^^ Wm
^sj^, ^ a®f^Tt 1 2+4+3=9
Under what circumstances systematic
sampling technique is employed?
Mention the advantages and disadvan
tages of this method. From a population
of 400 items, how will you select a
sample of size 20 employing this
technique? Explain.

6. (a) ai^PFR i ai^RR
^^{fs ai^RR^^ aiai^ ^ ̂  i 3+2=5
Define multistage sampling. When
does two-stage sampling reduce to
stratified sampling.

Wf/ Or

(b) ^aw atom ^' s
Write a note on multiphase sampling.

★ ★ ★
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